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SPRING 2023 

BIOGRAPHY 

 
RICHARD HARRIES   Shaping of a Soul   (256pp) £16.99 pbk 
The soldier, priest, bishop & broadcaster on why faith matters in his own life & ours 
OLIVER SODEN   Masquerade: The Lives of Noel Coward   (656pp) £30 
The unrestricted access to the private diaries & letters reveals the man behind the mask 
EDWARD STOURTON   Confessions   (304pp) £20 
The journalist & broadcaster reflects on his life & the seismic changes around him 
ALEXANDER LARMAN   The Windsors at War   (432pp)  £25 
1937-1947: How the Windsors put their differences aside to do their bit to win the war  
SARA WHEELER   Glowing Still   (368pp) £22 
The pioneering travel writer on her life of adventure, from the Antarctic to Zanzibar 
CLAIRE HARMAN   All Sorts of Lives   (304pp) £18.99 
Life & work of Katherine Mansfield, contemporary of Woolf, Lawrence & Joyce 
JOSEF LEWKOWICZ   The Survivor   (304pp) £20 
Witnessing Nazi horrors, Josef dedicated himself to helping the orphans of the Holocaust 
NORMAN LEBRECHT   Why Beethoven   (352pp) £20 
A biography of the composer through 100 seminal recordings 
JON SNOW   The State of Us   (288pp) £20 
The broadcaster & journalist on how Britain has changed during his five-decade career 
LEAH BROAD   Quartet   (480pp) £20 
Four trailblazing female musicians, resurrected from the footnotes of history 
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CARLO ROVELLI   Anaximander   (240pp) £16.99 pbk 
Ancient Greek philosopher who first promulgated an evolutionary view of living things 
WILLIAM MIDDLETON   Paradise Now   (480pp) £25 
The elusive designer Karl Lagerfeld revealed, on & off the catwalk 
JULIAN GLOVER   Cue to Cue   (132pp) £19.99 pbk 
The classical actor on a career spanning stage & screen, from Henry IV to Harry Potter  
SAM DELANEY   Sort Your Head Out   (304pp) £18.99 
The journalist & broadcaster on how to open up & heal your mental health – as he has 
CLARE CARLISLE   The Marriage Question   (400pp) £25 
How George Eliot’s life informed her writing as she probed the complexities of marriage 
JOLYON MAUGHAM KC   Bringing Down Goliath   (336pp) April £22 
Founder of the Good Law Project on bringing justice into the hands of ordinary people  
LYNNE OLSON   Empress of the Nile   (448pp) April £25 
Christiane Desroches-Noblecourt & the fight to save Abu Simbel from being submerged 
MICHAEL FRAYN   Among Others   (272pp) April £25 
The people who have helped to form the novelist & playwright 
IAN BOSTRIDGE   Song and Self   (128pp) April £14.99 
The singer examines the works which have informed his career & identity  
JACKIE KOHNSTAMM   The Memory Keeper   (320pp) April £18.99 
A chance discovery guides a granddaughter’s journey into the heart of the Holocaust  

HISTORY & CURRENT AFFAIRS  

 
NIGEL BIGGAR   Colonialism   (480pp) £25 
A moral inquest into the West’s colonial past, addressing eight crucial questions 
PETER FRANKOPAN   The Earth Transformed   (736pp) £30 
How changing climate has shaped the development & decline of civilisations  
SARAH BAKEWELL   Humanly Possible   (464pp) £22 
What is humanism & why do its values continue to flourish. Exemplified in fourteen lives 
XIN WEN   The King’s Road   (400pp) £40 
Argues that the Silk Road was more important as a route for diplomacy than trade 
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KATE STRASDIN   The Dress Diary of Mrs Anne Sykes   (320pp) £22 
How a textile scrapbook became a window into the life & times of a Victorian lady 
NAOISE MAC SWEENEY   The West   (448pp) £22 
How the idea of ‘Western Civilisation’ as a thread, obscures the rich diversity of our past  
IAN MORTIMER   Medieval Horizons   (256pp) £22 
Outlines the huge cultural changes & expansion in knowledge that informed the period 
NICHOLAS ORME   Tudor Children   (288pp) £20 
Colourful details on children from all sections of Tudor society 
PAUL STRATHERN   The Other Renaissance   (400pp) £25 
The northern European Renaissance which rivalled its Italian counterpart 
NANDINI DAS   Courting India   (480pp)  £30 
Turning point: 1616 & the arrival of the first British ambassador to the Mughal Empire 
ALICE LOXTON   Uproar!   (240pp) £25 
Rowlandson, Gillray & Cruikshank who turned satire into an art form in Georgian Britain 
DAN STONE   The Holocaust: an Unfinished History   (464pp) £22 
Shatters many myths & argues that there are major aspects that have been overlooked 
IAN BURUMA   The Collaborators   (320pp) £20 
Danger of classifying personalities as either angels or devils during World War II 
PETER TAYLOR   Operation Chiffon   (400pp) £22 
Top secret intelligence operation which helped to bring peace to Ireland in April 1998 
JONATHAN HEALEY   The Blazing World   (512pp) £30 
The religious, cultural & political twists & turns which shook 17th century Britain 
LEVISON WOOD & GERAINT JONES   Escape from Kabul   (368pp) £25 
The evacuation of Kabul in 2021 as experienced by those who attempted the rescue 
PAUL JOHNSON   Follow the Money   (320pp) £25 
How the Institute for Fiscal Studies aims to hold the British Government to account  
KATJA HOYER   Beyond the Wall   (496pp) April £25 
East Germany: the truth behind the Cold War caricature often painted by the West  
NIGEL TOWNSON   The Penguin History of Modern Spain   (608pp) April £30 
From 1898 to the present drawing on over forty years of post-Franco scholarship 
MARTIN WILLIAMS   The King is Dead, Long Live the King!   (304pp) April £25 
The death of Edward VII & a nation on the brink of seismic change & war 
TIM MARSHALL   The Future of Geography   (320pp) April £20 
Astropolitics: the new space race revolutionizing our polarized world 
PETER STOTHARD   Palatine   (336pp) April £22 
The lives of the Vitellii clan who rose from obscurity to rule, briefly, Rome & its empire  
ANTHONY SELDON    Johnson at 10   (336pp) May £20 
Maps the ten pivotal moments of Boris Johnson’s premiership, leading to his downfall 
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ART & ARCHITECTURE 

 
WILL GOMPERTZ   See What You are Missing   (352pp) £20 
How to look at the world with an artist’s heightened sense of perception   
BENJAMIN RILEY   The Bridges of Robert Adam   (156pp) £45 
Examines the great architect’s aesthetically pleasing functional structures across Britain 
PATRICK BRINGLEY   All the Beauty in the World   (240pp) £20 
How one man abandoned journalism to find peace & comradeship in the Met in NYC  
PIETER ROELOFS, ET AL.   Vermeer   (320pp) £50 
Accompanies the exhibition at the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam 
PHILIP BUTLER   London Tube Stations 1924-1961   (200pp) £24.95 
The collaboration between Charles Holden & Frank Pick which produced modernist gems  
CHARLES DARWENT   Surrealists in New York   (264pp)  £25 
European exiles who broke the frontiers of modern art: Ernst, Masson & Bourgeois  
JONATHAN DEL MAR   Orchestral Masterpieces under the Microscope   (736pp) £65 
Misprints, mistakes & outdated scholarship: the conundrums faced by performers  
SUSAN OWENS   Imagining England’s Past   (320pp) April £25 
The writers, artists & dreamers who have re-imagined England’s history & re-invented it 
MICHAEL PEPPIATT   Artists’ Lives   (304pp) April £25 
A selection of his biographical writing covering a wide variety of modern art & artists 
ESTHER DA COSTA MEYER   The Sassoons   (256pp) April £45 
Global story of the family through their patronage of the arts. Extensively illustrated 
JESSICA HARRISON-HALL ED.   China’s Hidden Century   (336pp) May £45 
How 19th century China was anything but an era of cultural stagnation (BM exhibition) 
ELIZABETH BINGHAM   Kneelers   (144pp) May £20 
The quirky artistry of church kneelers from the 1930s to the present (illustrated) 
LAURA FREEMAN   Ways of Life   (400pp) May £30 
Jim Ede & the artists who filled Kettle’s Yard, Cambridge with light, life & vision  
MATTHEW RICE   Rome: A Sketchbook   (208pp) May £20 
Following on from his sketchbook of Venetian archaeological treasures  
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FOOD, GARDENING & NATURAL HISTORY  

 
SKYE MCALPINE   A Table Full of Love   (320pp) £26 
Recipes which encapsulate the author’s view: food tastes best when shared with friends 
CHRIS BAINES   RHS Companion to Wildlife Gardening   (272pp) £25 
Celebrates the rich variety of plants & animals which can revitalize a garden (new edn) 
SARAH WOODS   Desi Kitchen   (320pp) £30 
From Peshawari bread & butter pudding to Welsh Chilli Rarebit: British & Asian recipes 
TIM HANNIGAN   The Granite Kingdom   (416pp) £27.99 
A Cornish journey of discovery to distinguish myth from the reality  
CAROLINA DORITI   Salt of the Earth   (256pp) £26 
The food & flavours of Greece  
SARAH RAVEN   A Year Full of Veg   (384pp) £27 
Gardening advice to ensure that you have something fresh to cook all year round  
TOBY MUSGRAVE   The Garden: Elements and Styles   (304pp) £34.95 
Garden design & the creative art of gardening in an accessible A-Z format 
CHRISTOPHER SOMERVILLE   The View from the Hill   (480pp) £12.99 pbk 
Explore the British Isles on foot with ’The Times’ walking correspondent as your guide 
RACHEL SIEGFRIED   The Cut Flower Sourcebook   (256pp) £35 
Discover the best perennials & woody plants to grow & pick for year round decoration 
STEPHEN MOSS   Ten Birds that Changed the World   (416pp) £16.99 
From the wild turkeys of America to Darwin’s finches: ten species from seven continents 
TOM MOORHOUSE   Ghosts in the Hedgerow   (272pp) March £16.99 
An investigation into the dismal decline of the hedgehog population in Britain 
FRIEDA HUGHES   George   (272pp) April £16.99 
An orphaned magpie inveigles its way into the author’s heart 
TRISTAN GOOLEY   How to Read a Tree   (320pp) April £22 
Discover why no two trees look identical 
ISABELLA TREE   The Book of Wilding   (560pp) May £35 
A practical guide to how we can all make a difference & restore nature 
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FICTION  

 
ELEANOR CATTON   Birnam Wood   (432pp) £20 
A guerilla gardening group pits itself against a suave billionaire baddie 
JYOTI PATEL   The Things That We Lost   (384pp) £16.99 
The carefully constructed truth around a father’s death slowly unravels. Debut 
ALBA DE CESPEDES   Forbidden Notebook   (272pp) £16.99 
Domestic discontent surfaces as Valeria consigns her concerns to paper in ‘50s Rome 
ETHAN JOELLA   A Quiet Life   (128pp) £14.99 
Three individuals in a Pennsylvania town find their lives intersecting as winter bites 
CLAIRE MCGLASSON   The Misadventures of Margaret Finch   (320pp) April £14.99 
Blackpool 1938: Miss Margaret Finch becomes intrigued by a disgraced clergyman….. 
TIM PARKS   Hotel Milano   (240pp) £18.99 
Frank, marooned in a Milan hotel as covid takes hold, must make a life/death decision 
ELIZABETH MCCRACKEN   The Hero of this Book   (192pp) £14.99 
An unnamed woman wanders around London alone, filled with memories of her mother 
JOSEPH O’CONNOR   My Father’s House   (288pp) £20 
September 1943: a cat & mouse game is played out in the streets of Rome & the Vatican 
JOJO MOYES   Someone Else’s Shoes   (432pp) £22 
A tale of two women whose lives become entangled after a bag mix up at a gym 
ALICE WINN   In Memoriam   (400pp)  £14.99 
Two men attempt to defy the odds & survive the carnage of the Western Front. Debut   
GEORGINA MOORE   The Garnett Girls   (336pp) £14.99 
Three sisters find their lives hindered by their parents’ unhappy marriage   
ELIZABETH MCKENZIE   The Dog of the North   (336pp) £16.99 
Meet Penny Rush, newly divorced, with a unruly family & an unlikely escape vehicle 
CURTIS SITTENFELD   Romantic Comedy   (320pp) April £16.99 
Sally has given up on love. Life isn’t a romantic comedy & fairytales don’t exist – do they? 
A J PEARCE   Mrs Porter Calling   (352pp) May £16.99 
Emmy Lake’s hard won position at ‘Women’s Friend’ is threatened by its new owner  
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ESPIONAGE & CRIME FICTION  

 
DONNA LEON   So Shall You Reap   (272pp) £22 
Brunetti investigates the murder of a Sri Lankan immigrant  
BERNARD O’KEEFFE   Private Lessons   (368pp) £9.99 pbk 
DI Garibaldi investigates the murder of a private tutor & the family who hired him 
ELLIOT F SWEENEY   The Next to Die   (352pp) £20 
Ex-cop Dylan Kasper takes on a case he knows isn’t suicide. Will justice prevail?  
JAVIER MARIAS   Tomas Nevinson   (656pp) March £22 
A retired British Secret Service agent is called back in from the cold for one last case 
TOM HINDLE   The Murder Game   (384pp) £14.99 
A New Year’s Eve party begins with murder 
OWEN MATTHEWS   White Fox   (304pp) £18.99 
Who ordered JFK’s murder? A gulag director must keep the man who knows alive 
KATIE LUMSDEN   The Secrets of Hartwood Hall   (400pp) £16.99 
Never trust first impressions when you have secrets to hide. Victorian melodrama 
SIMON MASON   The Broken Afternoon   (352pp) £16.99 
DI Ryan Wilkins, suspended from the Thames Valley force, makes illegal enquiries 
HARRIET CRAWLEY   The Translator   (416pp)  £16.99 
Can a Russian plot to sabotage US/UK undersea communication cables be prevented? 
ELLY GRIFFITHS   The Last Remains   (384pp) £22 
Time is running out for DCI Harry Nelson, Dr Ruth Galloway & their friend Cathbad  
JUAN GOMEZ-JURADO   Red Queen   (384pp) £16.99 
It takes two very different personalities to solve a murder & a kidnap. First in series 
CALLUM MCSORLEY   Squeaky Clean   (384pp) £16.99 
DI Ally McCoist has a lot to prove, not least when a car wash attendant get kidnapped  
JOHN BANVILLE   The Lock-Up   (352pp) April £16.99 
‘50s Dublin: Strafford & Quirke investigate an apparent suicide 
AJAY CHOWDHURY   The Detective   (400pp) April £14.99 
Detective Kamil Rahman is called in to investigate the murder of a tech entrepreneur 
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CHILDREN’S SPRING LIST 2023 

0-4 YEARS OLD 

 
INGELA P ARRHENIUS   Where’s Baby Bunny?   (12pp) £6.99 Board Book 
With felt flaps to lift, look out for Baby Puppy, Baby Mouse, Baby Duckling & of course 
Baby Bunny herself. Robust enough for even the most enthusiastic reader (0+) 
SALLY NICHOLLS   Nose, Toes and Tummy Book   (32pp)  £12.99 
From fingers that tickle to bellies that need to be gobbled up, join each family as they play 
their own games to name different parts of the body (2+) 
ISABEL OTTER   Songs of the Birds   (16pp) £12.99 Board Book 
With twenty-four different bird calls & eight habitats to discover, find out how to identify 
the call of a song thrush or the markings of a Moorhen (3+) 
SMRITI HALLS   Let’s Stick Together   (40pp)  £12.99/£7.99 pbk 
Squirrel loves throwing parties & knows exactly what to do. Bear isn't so sure & feels a bit 
overwhelmed. Can the two animals come to a comfortable compromise? (3+) 
ED VERE   The Artist   (32pp) April £12.99/£7.99 pbk 
One brave little artist goes on an epic journey to share her art, learning in the process that 
it doesn't matter if you colour outside the lines (3+) 
ROBYN WILSON-OWEN   Hedge Lion   (32pp) £12.99 
Hedge Lion wants everyone to think he's a hedge because hedges aren’t scary. Brave Ida 
isn’t fooled. She knows Hedge Lion is a lion, she just needs to help him find his roar (4+) 
FIONA WOODCOCK   Silver Linings   (32pp) April £12.99 
Pip & Parker are best friends who do everything together. When Pip makes a mistake, 
Parker can always see the positive. But can Pip do the same for Parker? (4+) 
MICHAEL BOND   Paddington’s Easter Egg Hunt   (32pp) £7.99 pbk 
As Easter approaches, Paddington prepares an Easter egg hunt for his neighbours. When 
his plans go awry, Mr Gruber is on hand to help. Adapted by Karen Jankel (4+) 
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5-8 YEARS OLD 

 
RACHEL LAWSTON   Daisy and Jack’s Perfect Pond   (32pp) April £8.99 pbk 
When Daisy & Jack spot a little frog in their small garden, they come up with a plan to 
make their new visitor feel at home. Nature awareness through story (5+) 
NEAL LAYTON   The Big Story of Being Alive   (32pp) £12.99 
Find out all about what makes us so extraordinary as well as what makes us so similar to 
other living things. Fun, mind-blowing facts about what it means to be ALIVE (5+) 
HARRIET MUNCASTER   Emerald and the Ocean Parade   (160pp)  £9.99 
Emerald finds it difficult to be a mermaid princess. Regal headdresses don’t go with her 
spiky hair & her pet Inkiebelle doesn’t enjoy royal life either. New series (5+) 
JOHN PATRICK GREEN   Agents of S.U.I.T.   (208pp) £8.99 pbk 
Cliantro the Chameleon uncovers a sheep-led worker's rights revolt & an alien invasion 
conspiracy. New graphic novel series from the creator of ‘The InvestiGators’ (6+) 
MICHAEL MORPURGO   The Boy Who Would Be King   (72pp) April £14.99 
Published to mark Charles III’s coronation, an illustrated biography with artwork by 
Michael Foreman. Companion piece to ‘There Once is a Queen’ (6+) 
JULIA GOLDING   Royal Animals: An Illustrated History   (48pp)  £16.99 
Treasury of true stories from 1066 to the present. Meet royal giraffes, spaniels, parrots, 
ravens, pelicans & the Late Queen’s corgis. Illustrated by Emily Sutton (7+) 
LIZ FLANAGAN   Wildsmith: Into the Dark Forest   (176pp)  £7.99 pbk 
When war threatens her beloved city, Rowan & her mother flee to the Dark Forest to live 
with her grandfather, a wildsmith. Could she be one too? First in series (7+) 
JENNY MCLACHLAN   Stink   (240pp) £7.99 pbk 
Danny definitely doesn’t believe in fairies. But when he accidentally summons Stink, he is 
aghast at how much havoc she causes. Illustrated with comical artwork (7+) 
ABI ELPHINSTONE   Saving Neverland   (320pp) £14.99 
Peter Pan is back & in trouble. Neverland is in the icy grip of a terrible curse. Can Martha 
summon long forgotten magic to find her lost brother Scruff & save Neverland? (8+) 
STEPHANIE SORRELL   Dandy the Highway Lion   (304pp) £7.99 pbk 
When Ben & Hattie meet Mr Dandy Paws in the park, it doesn’t take them long to realise 
that he’s no ordinary feline. He robs the rich to give to poor animals in need (8+) 
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9-11 YEARS OLD  

 
ALICE M. ROSS   The Nowhere Thief   (256pp) £7.99 pbk 
Elsbeth has a remarkable power: she can travel to parallel worlds, bringing things back 
with her. When her Mum disappears after a freak storm who can help find her? (9+) 
BEAR GRYLLS   You vs The World   (160pp) April £12.99 
Discover how the skills Bear Grylls has learnt in the wild can help you thrive in a fast 
moving, challenging world, from trusting friends to looking for fun (9+) 
ANGIE THOMAS   Nic Blake and the Remarkables   (336pp)      £7.99 pbk 
Nic wants to be a powerful Manifestor like her father, but standing out is dangerous. First 
volume in a contemporary fantasy trilogy inspired by African American folklore (9+) 
ELLE MCNICOLL   Like a Curse   (320pp) £7.99 pbk 
Ramya knows she's different. She knows she's a witch. But now she must learn the true 
meaning of her powers & use them wisely (9+) 
LESLEY PARR   Where the River Takes Us   (320pp) £7.99 pbk 
The ‘70s miners’ strike is at its height. Jason & his brother are struggling. Can he track 
down ‘The beast of the valleys’ & claim the life-changing reward? (9+) 
LEAH WILLIAMSON   You have the Power   (224pp) £9.99 pbk 
The captain of the England football team shows you that you can be a leader at any age & 
that important things can happen when you believe in yourself (9+) 
RHIAN TRACEY   I, Spy: A Bletchley Park Mystery   (272pp) £7.99 pbk 
A thrilling mystery set in Bletchley Park at the start of World War II. Stella & her friends, 
Mary & Ned, seek to uncover an enemy in the camp (10+) 
RICK RIORDAN   The Sun and the Stars   (480pp) May £16.99                                          
Will is tested to the core in this standalone adventure featuring two of the most popular 
characters in the Percy Jackson saga: Nico di Angelo & Will Solace (10+) 
A F STEADMAN   Skandar and the Phantom Riders   (448pp) April £12.99 
Skandar begins his second year at the Eyrie as a new threat arises. Immortal unicorns are 
being killed & storms ravage the island. Can he rescue the situation? (10+) 
CATH HOWE   My Life on Fire   (272pp)  £7.99 pbk 
When Ren’s home is burnt down & she loses everything, she begins replacing things with 
other people’s possessions. It doesn’t make her happy, but what else can she do? (10+)  
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12+ YEARS OLD  

 
ELIZABETH WEIN   Stateless   (400pp) £8.99 pbk 
1937 & an air race round Europe is underway. Stella, the only female pilot, faces intrigue & 
sabotage as the race progresses. Who can be trusted? 
NATHANIEL LESSORE   Steady for This   (272pp) £7.99 pbk           
Shaun (aka MC Growls) is a rapper & ready to smash the competition at Raptology. That 
way, he's convinced Tanisha, his crush, will finally give him a chance. But will it?  
AYAAN MOHAMUD   You Think You Know Me   (368pp) £8.99 pbk 
Hanan has always been her school’s model Muslim pupil. But when a friend is murdered, 
she must take on the racist bullies & speak out  
AIMEE CARTER   Royal Blood   (368pp) April £8.99 pbk 
Finding out that you are the illegitimate daughter of the King of England isn’t going to 
help much when you are the prime suspect in a murder investigation 
NATASHA DEVON   Clicks – How to be Your Best Online Self   (208pp) £9.99 pbk 
A guide for navigating the digital world. Learn how to evaluate all sides of an argument, 
spot fake news & campaign for a fairer world 
NICK BROOKS   Promise Boys   (304pp)  £8.99 pbk 
Three teen boys of colour are forced to investigate their principal’s murder to clear their 
own names. But is one of them guilty of the crime?  
H F ASKWITH   A Dark Inheritance   (400pp)  £8.99 pbk 
Time is running out for Felix. Unless the curse that has bedevilled his family is lifted, he will 
die on his eighteenth birthday. And so will his younger brother, Nick. Will they? (14+) 
ELIZABETH DAY   Failosophy for Teens   (144pp)  £8.99 pbk 
This is a handbook for when things go wrong, a pragmatic guide to how to cope with failure 
& emerge all the stronger for it 
PATRICK NESS   Different for Boys   (104pp) £12.99 
Ant is trying to make friendships work with three very different boys. A moving LGBTQ+ 
story that explores the question of masculinity & sexuality with a touch of humour (14+) 
JOSH SILVER   HappyHead   (400pp) £8.99 pbk 
When Seb is picked to attend the HappyHead camp he is torn between trying to embrace 
the idea of feeling less alone & deep suspicion of its setup. He is right to feel suspicious…. 
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SAVE THE DATE 
BARNES BOOKFEST 2023      22 – 24 SEPTEMBER 2023 
Preparations for Barnes BookFest 2023 are well underway with an exciting programme of 
author talks and presentations planned.  The second BookFest took place last September 
with a wonderful weekend of literary discussion and screenings.  Speakers included, 
amongst others, Ben Macintyre, Robert Harris, Dame Eileen Atkins, Patricia Hodge, 
Anthony Horowitz and Bonnie Garmus with events covering a wide range of topics: from 
history to the environment, crime to current affairs, politics to economics.  It is now 
firmly on the literary map. 
This year the committee is pleased to announce that speakers will include Anne 
Glenconner, Gyles Brandreth, Hannah Rothschild and Oliver Soden with more to follow.  
So, save the date! 

 
 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
All these books may be ordered through us via email (vv@venetiavyvyan.com) or over the 
telephone (+44 (20) 8772 1427) and can be sent to destinations across the globe. 
Sometimes publishers change date of publication or need to reprint popular titles.  In these 
situations, or where prices change, we will let you know before sending out your order. 
We will endeavour to have them sent as speedily as possible choosing the most efficient and 
cost effective way available.  Do let us know if you have any particular requests – be it gift-
wrapping, a message included in a present or a particular delivery date. 
Payment may be made via credit card (please ring through the details if at all possible) or 
sterling cheque made payable to Venetia Vyvyan Ltd. or by bank transfer to Lloyds Bank, 
Account number: 50856160 Sort code: 30-84-68. 
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